IASWG Proceedings Series

The Proceedings collect together the best of the presentations and workshops from each IASWG Symposium. They form a unique source of case studies in social group work which will inspire any group worker.

Creating connections:
Celebrating the power of groups (2003 Boston)
Eds. Lucia Berman-Rossi, Marcia B. Cohen, & Holly Fischer-Engel

CONTENT: Common elements in philosophy and method: A brief history of social group work in the United States Janice Andrews-Schenk
• Innovations in groupwork with abusive men: Theories that promote engagement and empowerment Michael George Chovanec • 'I have a dream': A visioning group for adolescent First Nations girls Arielle Dylan
• Using literature groups to teach diversity Mari Ann Graham • The use of ‘twelve-step’ concepts of recovery in group work with mentally retarded and developmentally disabled adults Juli Kempner • Group supervision: Motivation for social action Carol F. Kuechler and Jennifer Schwartz • ‘As if by magic’: Women with breast cancer, dragon boats and healing in a group Paule McNicoll • ‘SAVE’ Students Against Violence at Emery. A whole school initiative: A small group approach Lynne Mitchell and Dianne Cullen • Group work with refugee children in a multicultural bereavement program David Prichard • Creating connections among disadvantaged youth: Toward participation in policy development for social change Nancy E. Sullivan and E. Michelle Sullivan

http://www.whitingbirch.net/cgi-bin/indexer?product=9781861771216

Group work: Building bridges of hope (2005 Minneapolis)
Ed. Carol F Kuechler

CONTENT: More than sixty years with social group work: Personal and professional history Catherine P. Papell • Settlement houses and neighbourhood houses: Groupwork and community work: Have they a future in the 21st century? Luke Geoghegan • Community social service projects: Working in task groups to create change • Marilyn D. Frank • Constructing a bridge between research and practice: A reflection on cooperative group learning • Annette Gerten • Best practices in group work: Assessment and monitoring of group processes • Kendra J. Garrett • Exploring group work concepts presented on video in an undergraduate group work course • John Mansfield and Patrick Hull • Male Sexuality Group: Understanding sexual expression in a long term care facility • Liese Mittiga Zilberleyt and
Ling Wai Fung • Group work with children of divorce: The use of tactile-related techniques for anger management • Lisa Tobias and Angela Chierek Bratcher • Bridging the gap: New group workers and adolescents finding their voice • Brianna Cashman Loop & Amirthini Ambrose Keefe • Lost homeland, lost childhood: Group recovery from trauma • Carol Irizarry • Bridging professional and indigenous cultures through group work: An aboriginal empowerment program • Kim Clare and Kathy Jones • The Hamburg mask making approach: Bridges to group work • Jürgen Kalcher and Otto Luedemann • When words are not enough: Facilitating angels in the funzone! Mary Wilson and Deirdre Quirke

http://www.whitingbirch.net/cgi-bin/indexer?product=9781861771230


Orchestrating the power of groups: Beginnings, Middles, and Endings (overture, movements, and finales) (2006 San Diego)

Ed. Dominique Moyse Steinberg

CONTENTS: Mutual aid: Back to basics Alex Gitterman • Orchestrating the power of a group of AASWG members in partnership for change with colleagues at a university social work program Thelma Silver and Anna Fritz • Mentoring in group Cheryl D. Lee and Eliette del Carmen Montiel • A magical mystery tour: Education and social work with groups across borders Ellen Sue Mesbur • The facilitator 411 on phone groups: When caller ID isn’t enough Vicki Hallas • Groupwork researchers as ‘temporary insiders’ Mark Doel and Kim Orchard • Dancing towards wholeness: The impact of conflict on patterns of interpersonal coordination in a small treatment group William Pelech and Robert Basso • Using the research process to develop group services for older persons with a hearing disability Timothy B. Kelly, Debbie Tolson, Tracy Day Smith, and Gillian McColgan • Participatory research and evidence-based practice for rape survivor groups: Implications for practice and teaching Shanthih Clemans & Susan Mason • Relevance of group work’s humanistic values and democratic norms to contemporary global crises Urania Glassman • A critical call for connecting students and professional associations Shirley R. Simon, Joyce A. Webster, Karen Horn

http://www.whitingbirch.net/cgi-bin/indexer?product=9781861771278

Groups: Gateways to growth (2007 New Jersey)
Eds. Gregory J Tully, Kathleen Sweeney, & Susanne E Palombo

CONTENTS: My love affair with stages of group development Toby Berman-Rossi • Revisiting ‘joyful noise’; Gateways from Singing the Blues to the Hallelujah Chorus. Talking in the idiom of the other: A necessary skill for responding to the current crisis in social work practice Dominique Moyse Steinberg and Robert Salmon • Reflective practice and mutual aid in educational groups: A gateway to constructed knowledge Barbara Hogan • Teaching social work from a group-as-a-whole perspective: A classroom case study James J. Canning • Gate keepers, gate crashers, and gateways in group work with kids: A group work mystery story Andrew Malekoff • Transgenerational groups: Rediscovering our legacy Scott P. Anstadt and Deb Byster • The Silver Foxes group: Growing older and living with HIV/AIDS Erin McGarry, Nadja Kane and Ling-Wai Fung • Welcome to the family: A group work model for new staff orientation Sandra Radzanower Wolkoff • When is a group not a group? Mark Doel • Connecting students and professional associations: A curricular approach Shirley R. Simon • Dealing with small group conflict: Seven keys for helping people to make meaning of their differences, take two Dominique Moyse Steinberg

http://www.whitingbirch.net/cgi-bin/indexer?product=9781861771247


Group work: Honoring our roots, nurturing our growth (2009 Chicago)
Eds. Ann M. Bergart, Shirley R. Simon, & Mark Doel

CONTENTS: AASWG at Hull House for tea Catherine P. Papell • Testing the applicability of the Boston Model: Worker perceptions Susan Ciardiello • Going back to our roots: Social group work, the ideal method for youth development Helene Filion Onserud • The use of program and activities: Purpose, planning and structure Alison H. Johnson • Part two: Our present • The power of group work and community organizing in the 2008 U.S. Presidential race Gerald Kellman • The use of group work to fight external threats to a community-based organization during harsh economic times Andrew Malekoff • Group work in graduate social work education: Where are we now? Shirley Simon and Terri Kilbane • Global group work: Honouring processes and outcomes Carol S. Cohen, Mark Doel, Mary Wilson, Deirdre Quirke, Karen A. Ring, and Sharima Ruwaida Abbas • The ‘Rainbow Nation’ way of teaching sensitivity to diversity for social work with groups Reineth Prinsloo • Alzheimer’s disease and dementia sufferers access their inner artist: Maintaining connections rather than becoming strangers Lorraine Ruggieri • Part three: Our future • Group work and technology: Embracing our future Shirley R. Simon and Kathleen W. Stauber
• Communicating the values of social work with groups by talking in the idiom of the other: Implications for practice Dominique Moyse Steinberg and Robert Salmon • The metamorphosis of a university social group work club Cheryl Lee and Eliette Montiel • Generalist social work practice with groups: Sharing the past, present, and future Stephen J. Yanca and Louise C. Johnson • Part four: Abstracts of poster and workshop presentations • Poster presentations at the 2009 AASWG Symposium • When internal processes go astray: Turning points in group: A workshop Alex Gitterman • Clements and Samuel R. Benbow

http://www.whitingbirch.net/cgi-bin/indexer?product=9781861771254


---

Strengthening social solidarity through group work: Research and creative practice (2010 Montréal)
Eds. Sacha Genest Dufault, Valérie Roy, & Ginette Berteau

CONTENTS: Solidarity and universal democracy Jean Bédard • The importance of altruism for mutual aid group initiation and sustainability Victor Hainsworth • The Model A Continuum of Connecting the Classroom and Community: Utilizing group work Brenda Exum and Mary Yanisko, • Pedagogy without Pretense: Preparing non-social workers to facilitate social work groups Dana Grossman Leeman • Introduction of a model of social work peer consultation groups Kathleen M. Walsh • Managing ethical issues in social work with groups Allan E. Barsky • Increasing diversity competence in social work students through group research projects Stephen J. Yanca • Group work at the heart of hospital social work practice: Creating inclusion and solidarity in the acute care environment Joanne Sulman, Lieve Verhaeghe, Catherine Coulthard, Kristy MacDonell, Amber Oke, Aviva Werek Sokolsky, Trish Woodhead, Sue Worrod • Challenges, strategies and rewards of an adaptation of trauma systems therapy for newly arriving refugee youth: School-based group work with Somali adolescent boys Amanda Nisewaner and Saida Abdi • Men in India: Eliminating gender-based violence Sanjay Singh and Madhu Kushwaha • Group intervention work with aboriginal youth preparing for adult living Stéphane Grenier, Martin Goyette, Andrée-Anne Lemay and Alexis Pearson • French-Canadian version of the Wellness Recovery Action Plan (WRAP): Preliminary report of its validity for mental health patients in a community teaching and research hospital Jean-Philippe É. Daoust, Valérie Lemieux, Gilles Fleury, Danielle Perron-Roach and Diane Lavallée • Research with and about groups: Overcoming obstacles to creativity and solidarity, Alice Home • Research! What we can do to advance it in social work with groups Mark Macgowan • Some Ethical and Legal Challenges in Researching Groupwork Practice Michael Preston-Shoot

http://www.whitingbirch.net/cgi-bin/indexer?product=9781861771261

June 2014, ISBN 9781861771261, 244 pages, US$39.95/£24.95/€28.00
Social group work: We are all in the same boat (2011 Long Beach)
Ed. Cheryl D. Lee

CONTENTS: All in the same boat—but where is the flotilla? Mark Doel
• Defining moments in groups: My personal journey Alex Gitterman
• Groups as anchors in times of turbulence: The centrality of group dynamics in transforming human service agencies into learning organizations Michael J. Austin
• Academic mentoring of social work faculty: A group experience with a feminist influence Alana B. Atchinson, Lisa M. Murphy, Maria A. Gurrola, Cheryl D. Lee, and Shirley R. Simon
• Balancing it all: A group initiative for college students with learning disabilities Lorraine Ruggieri
• Using a reflecting team as a small group exercise in the social work classroom Willa J. Casstevens and Marcia B. Cohen
• Single-session groups in healthcare: Two approaches to program evaluation Barbara Muskat and Joanne Sulman
• Self-hypnosis groups for teaching relaxation and dealing with stress Kay Goler Levin
• A men’s support group: An adjunct for men in psychotherapy Ernest M. Gunderson
• Group member engagement in domestic abuse treatment: A mixed-methods study of two urban programs Michael George Chovanec
• Harnessing the promise of diversity in group work practice Robert Basso, William Pelech, and Edcill Wickham

http://www.whitingbirch.net/cgi-bin/indexer?product=9781861771360

Group work: An international conversation highlighting diversity in practice (2012 Long Island)
Eds. Gregory J. Tully, Jean Bacon, Georgianna Dolan-Reilly, & Alexandra Lo Re

CONTENTS: Diversity in group work practice: An obstacle or opportunity? William Pelech & Robert Basso
• Examining the relationship between leader behavior and group climate for aggressive adolescents in group intervention: A pilot study Marisa D. Mahler & Eva Feindler
• Recovering together: multiple family group therapy in work with adolescent chemical abusers Loretta Hartley-Bangs & Colleen Egan
• Effects of peer group intervention on sexual addiction treatment in Iran Masoomeh Maarefvand & Maryam Sadat Mirmalek Sani
• Under the influence of Katy: Foundational contributions of Dr. Catherine P. Papell and other greats Reverend Judith A.B. Lee
• Walking the talk: Utilizing group work in social work education gatekeeping Mary Wilson
• Developing a white anti-racism identity: A psycho-educational group model Kathryn K. Berg & Shirley Simon
• De Wallonie et du Québec : réflexions sur les stratégies de formation visant à développer une culture de l’intervention de groupe chez les étudiants en travail social Ginette Berteau & Louise Warin
• Group work with KEG Cards: Keys to emotional growth W. J. Casstevens, L. Cloninger, & E. Avinor
• Understanding the
revised experiences: Culturally sensitive group work with resettled Burmese male refugees P. Matthew Lozano • Group based parental skills training: Parents’ view Jorūnė Vyšniauskytė-Rimkienė • Tuckman goes backpacking: Training outdoor student leaders in group work theory and practice Emily Wilk • Homicide survivors: Supporting victims’ loved ones through groups Lauren Phillips • Roots and Wings: Reflections on AASWG Dr. Ellen Sue Mesbur

http://www.whitingbirch.net/cgi-bin/indexer?product=9781861771346
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June 2016, ISBN 9781861771391, 376 pages, US$45.00/£32.00/€39.00

Unity in Diversity: Embracing the spirit of group work (2014 Calgary) Eds. William Pelech, Karen Ring, & Sarah LaRocque


http://www.whitingbirch.net/cgi-bin/indexer?product=9781861771384

June 2015, ISBN 9781861771384, 324 pages, US$39.95/£27.95/€35.00
Obtaining volumes in the IASWG Proceedings series

Volumes in the Series can also be obtained through your usual academic bookseller, or any of the main online booksellers such as Barnes & Noble, Blackwells, or Amazon.
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